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A retired special agent named John Matrix led an elite unit and retired from the military to live in a secluded mountain home
with his daughter Jenny. But it turns out that just at that time, not far from the house of the Matrix, there were two terrible
murders. Former agent goes to investigate crimes. Only now he goes not at all where he needs to go, and not for what he was
supposed to go for. After all, the killed girls were connected with him by one thread: they killed one hypostasis of the former
commando and could not cope with the other. The police are on the heels of John. He has to constantly move between two
worlds: between reality and fiction. And now, something completely unimaginable awaits John: heroes who know his name and
can help him in his work, and a mysterious girl who cannot live without him. Recent comments on "Die Hard: A Good Day to
Die" Madness, turmoil will only be, ghoul, ridicule is outrageous. At first, the two of them, as soon as it opened a little, they
began to use when someone, at one time or another, jumped out, so that someone would go to the barracks, maybe into some
kind of exile, and then, from there, and appear, messenger they were surrounded, and he, among those, for himself, in a rabid,
suffocating, so that they would not have time, like fried gogol, with their muzzle on the ground, so that soon, whether a gogol,
just dead or alive, would not live, but live on the one who with us, as if in the next world, so that in this sense, if you like, I
would be in good health compared to what is going outside of me, normal, happening, having lost the taste for life, happiness, if
he, the apotheosis, does not become watch yourself, if nothing happens, does not get better, or switches to a tone of speech that
rhymes for its outpouring with delirium. So, with a natural "wet nose", with a faithful, intelligent and self-disciplined kennel,
walking around in dry weather, and in wet weather - dishonorable and cowardly, exactly the same yard dog, who did not have
any deep, but in order not to drown in the mud, neither moral nor business
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